The Perfect Gift for the Entire Family--Yourself Included!
The Truth & Life Dramatized audio Bible New Testament is a first of its kind
dramatized audio Bible from the RSV-CE. It is endorsed with an Imprimatur from the
Vatican and includes a foreword by Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI.
-

The audio dramatization is
powerfully engaging reading of the
Holy Bible, with many different
voices, background music and sound
effects – 70 actors participated,
including well-known actors like
Stacey Keach, Blair Underwood,
Kristen Bell, Sean Astin, Julia
Ormond, Brian Cox, John Rhys-Davies
and Malcolm McDowell.

-

For $29.99 you receive the OT (text
only), the text and audio bible app
for the NT, as well as the Ignatius
Study Bible integrated into audio
bible app. The Ignatius Study Bible
brings together all of the books of
the New Testament and the
penetrating study tools developed by
renowned Bible teachers Dr. Scott
Hahn and Curtis Mitch.

https://www.truthandlifeapp.com/ - Purchase online so you can get the $29.99 deal
for both the Audio Bible App AND the Ignatius Study Bible ($19.99 each separately). If
you purchase on your phone through the app store, you won’t be able to access the
$29.99 deal. After purchasing from your computer, you can download the app, sign in
and start using it.

More reasons to love this app:
The interface is intuitive. After 20-30 minutes, you’ll know your way around the app and
what it offers.
It’s easy to choose a book/chapter to start reading; each verse being read is highlighted as
the audio progresses. At the bottom of the screen are your standard Play/Pause/FF and RW
buttons.
By touching and holding your finger on a verse, options appear that allow you to highlight,
bookmark, take notes, share text or open the Ignatius Study Bible commentary.
Many nice additions like maps, charts, indexes, lists,
introduction to each book, outlines of the books, study questions
and a Concordance, among others are quickly accessible.
There is a search feature with which you can search the entire
bible, the OT or NT or just a specific book for a word or phrase.
In addition to the Bible App, you have access to EWTN live
streaming video or radio and a library of many of EWTN’s past shows
for children and adults, Bishop Barron’s Word on Fire, daily Mass
readings, a Rosary app and Stations of the Cross app and the Catholic
News Agency app.
It has a sleep timer so you can fall asleep listening to the bible
and it’ll turn off as programmed.
Using Bluetooth you can wirelessly listen to the bible through your car speakers,
headphones or home stereo.
You have six (6) simultaneous logins under your username of any combination Apple, Web,
Android or Amazon. Perfect for families!
Cardinal Raymond Burke has this to say about it… “The Truth & Life Dramatized audio Bible
is entirely faithful to the text of the Holy Scriptures. The manner in which the text is performed,
beautifully assists the listener in understanding the meaning of the divinely inspired words within
their context. The background music and sound effects helps the listener to imagine the setting of
each particular text of the Holy Bible. I am happy to give my wholehearted endorsement to the
audio New Testament.”

